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Abstract
Providing end-to-end delay guarantees for delay sensitive applications is an
important packet scheduling issue of routers. In this paper, to support end-to-end delay
requirements, we propose a novel network scheduling scheme, called the Bulk
Scheduling Scheme (BSS), built on top of existing schedulers of intermediate nodes
without modifying transmission protocols on both sender and receiver sides. By
inserting TED packets into packet flows at the ingress router periodically, the BSS
schedulers of the intermediate nodes can dynamically allocate the necessary bandwidth
to each flow to enforce the end-to-end delay, according to the information in TED
packets. The introduction of TED packets incurs a lower overhead than the per-packet
marking approaches. Three flow bandwidth estimation methods are presented and their
performance properties are analyzed. BSS also provides a dropping policy to discard
late packets and a feedback mechanism to discover and resolve the bottlenecks. The
simulation results show that BSS performs efficiently as expected.
Keywords-packet scheduling; bulk scheduling; end-to-end delay; QoS
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1.

Introduction
Many real-time applications, such as IP telephony, video conferencing, WebTV, and

other streaming services over the Internet, rely on networks to support QoS guarantees,
typically in the form of bounded end-to-end delays. A common practice in supporting
end-to-end delay requirements is to reserve a fixed bandwidth along the path of the packet
flow. The bandwidth reservation method is suitable for constant-bit-rate (CBR) traffic,
because the nodal delay bound in each node can be accurately estimated and consequently
the end-to-end delay can be obtained. With careful arrangement, high network efficiency
can also be achieved. However, for most applications, such as video, audio and transaction
processing, the traffic is often variable-bit-rate (VBR) or can be described as an on-off
model. Methods that combine the bandwidth reservation with buffer management have
been proposed for VBR multimedia traffics [1][2][3][4]. These methods require users to
give traffic specifications in advance, among which the most notable one is the T-spec in
RSVP[5] and ATM[6]; however, it is difficult for users to provide the traffic specifications.
Even if the specification is given, the bandwidth allocated to the flow is constant or
piecewise constant during the course of the session, which results in either excessive or
insufficient bandwidth allocation for the session. Another approach called effective
bandwidth or equivalent capacity [7] uses a statistical method to find “just enough”
bandwidth to provide a statistical performance guarantee. It also has difficulty in capturing
the actual traffic generation process of applications to derive a proper effective bandwidth.
Instead of fixed bandwidth allocation, an alternative is to allocate bandwidth
dynamically and/or reschedule packets in real-time during the course of transmission, based
on the actual offered load, QoS requirements of the session and status of transmission.
Per-packet deadline scheduling, proposed in [8], assumes that a flow has a QoS profile stored
in each intermediate node along the flow path. The arriving packet of the flow is assigned a
nodal delay bound for each intermediate node and the nodal scheduler schedules the next
packet for transmission according to the nodal delay bounds of packets. Compared to
rate-based scheduling, this approach can achieve better performance for VBR traffic, because
each packet is scheduled according to its own delay bound. However, the QoS profile for
each flow must be given to each intermediate node in advance and generally fixed during the
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course of the session. In addition, this method favors flows with QoS guarantees and may
cause starvation of the best-effort flows.
There are other studies related to dynamic bandwidth allocation. In ATM, special cells
called Resource Management (RM) cells are used in Available Bit Rate (ABR) service to
probe bandwidth in the network [9]. Meanwhile in [10], an ATM block transfer (ABT)
scheme is proposed in which the traffic flow is divided into blocks and each block requests
bandwidth individually. Another similar approach is proposed in [11], whereby the sender
divides the data stream into bursts during the scheduling phase and the first packet of each
burst specifies its traffic rate and burst size. At an intermediate node, the nodal scheduler
schedules packets based on the requirements of bursts. In this scheme, the sender needs to be
able to communicate the application-level semantics to the lower layer protocol entities so
they can segment the byte stream into bursts, as the packets of a burst are logically related and
intended to be scheduled as a unit, such as a frame in a video stream. Furthermore, this
approach requires a major modification to the applications, protocols and transmission
systems.
Although the above works tackle the dynamic bandwidth requirement of VBR traffic,
they do not address the nodal and end-to-end delay requirements. Some researches on the
guarantee of delay bound have focused on the single-node case. Such approaches derive a
worst-case delay bounds at a single node and the end-to-end delay bound is obtained by
adding up nodal delays [12][13]. These approaches do not consider the advantage of dynamic
scheduling at intermediate nodes to expedite packets with longer delays in previous nodes, or
to loosen bandwidth allocation to the packets ahead of their schedules.
To overcome the above problems, we propose an end-to-end bulk scheduling scheme to
support end-to-end delay requirements for delay sensitive applications. The idea of the
proposed scheme is to insert special control packets, called TED (Traffic Specification with
End-to-end Deadline) packets, into flow periodically. The TED packets carry information
about the residual delay bounds for the schedulers in the intermediate nodes to dynamically
allocate the necessary bandwidth to the flow in order to meet the end-to-end deadline. The
insertion (deletion) of TED packets is performed at the ingress (egress) routers by the lower
layer protocol entities independent of existing systems and applications.
3

With the bulk scheduling scheme, each nodal scheduler at an intermediate node on the
flow path schedules packets per bulk according to the associated TED packet and only the
contents of TED packets are modified by the intermediate nodes. Compared to per-packet
marking approaches (such as PHBs[14]), our scheme has lower computational overhead for
intermediate nodes. The bulk scheduling scheme does not change any information in the data
packets, which allows end-to-end secure transmissions (such as IPsec[15]) possible.
Furthermore, the proposed scheduling algorithms consider the delay conditions that TED
packets have experienced, rather than just the fixed priority or deadline which was assigned
when packets were dispatched by the sender. The TED-based scheduler is implemented on
top of the existing scheduler of the intermediate nodes so that the original treatment to non
real-time flows can be preserved. There are enhancements to BSS, including drop missed
policy and feedback mechanism, proposed to further improve the performance.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we discuss the
previous works about dynamic scheduling with delay information. In Section 3, we present
the proposed end-to-end bulk scheduling scheme in detail, together with BSS flow bandwidth
estimation methods for scheduling packets in the intermediate nodes. The analyses of the
bulk scheduling scheme are given in this section. In Section 4, we propose two enhancements
of bulk scheduling scheme, the dropping policy and feedback mechanism. In Section 5, we
present the simulation results, which show the characteristics and strengths of our proposed
scheme. Finally, in Section 6, we give our conclusions.

2.

Previous Works

2.1. Per-packet scheduling
Our objective is to support end-to-end delay requirements for real-time applications
within a dynamically changing network environment. The method for recording information
in real-time traffic is also used by Zhu et al. [16]. They propose a per-node deadline-curve
scheduling scheme to guarantee the end-to-end delay bound. The per-node deadlines of a
packet are specified by the sender and the scheduler in each intermediate node uses the
Earliest Deadline First scheme. However, since the schedulers in the intermediate nodes
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have no means of knowing the source arrival time of a packet, each packet needs to carry
some time stamp information in its header.
The method proposed in [16] transforms the deadline information at each node into
nodal delay bounds. If the actual delay of a packet in a node is less than its nodal delay bound,
the saving delay time is added to the delay budget, which is recorded in the packet header
and used to compute the nodal delay bound in the next node. Suppose the initial nodal delay
bound in the k-th node for flow i is denoted as di,k and the actual delay time from the packet
leaving its sender node is u, then the nodal delay bound, which is used for scheduling when
the packet arrives at the k-th node, is the summation of initial nodal delay bounds from the
first to the k-th node minus the actual delay u. If a packet experiences less delay time than the
nodal delay bound, it will have looser nodal delay bound for scheduling at subsequent nodes.
Conversely, if a packet misses the nodal deadline at previous nodes, it will have a higher
priority to be served at later nodes. In [16], Zhu et al. also prove that the proposed per-node
deadline-curve scheduling scheme can guarantee the end-to-end delay bound.
However, to obtain the delay budget for packets, the scheme must record the delay
condition in each packet header. This will cause two problems: 1) there may not be enough
space to record the information in the packet header; and 2) the per-packet computation and
marking is a heavy overhead for an intermediate node.
2.2. Nodal delay assignment problem
With regard to the problem of how to assign the per-node delay, Vagish et al. [17]
assume that the traffic rate specification and the load of each node are known before
connection is established. They propose several strategies for assigning specific delay values
for all nodes along the routing path, so that the end-to-end delay requirement of the
connection is satisfied. Their objective is to maximize network resource utilization, i.e. the
number of connections accepted. The approach of the algorithm given in [17] is to achieve a
balance among the amounts of resources used at each node. Suppose there are N nodes along
the routing path of flow i and the end-to-end delay bound of flow i is dmax. Then, the
assignment of the delay bound at the k-th node, denoted by di,k, is given by

d i ,k = d max N

where k = 1 to N
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(1)

As the optimal value may not be feasible because of insufficient network resources,
Vagish et al. first compute the upper bound and lower bound of the feasible delay at each
node. They then assign the feasible delay to each node between the upper and lower
bounds. Since the computation of the feasible delay at each node is based on the
information received before the connection is established, the accurate upper and lower
bounds are difficult to obtain if the load of each node has a large variance. The traffic rate
specification is also hard to formulate if the traffic of a specific connection has a real-time
variable bit rate. Also, the assignment of per-node delay is pre-determined and cannot be
changed after the connection is established.

3.

Bulk Scheduling Scheme (BSS)
Rather than fixed rate allocation or per-packet scheduling, we divide the flow load into

segments, called “bulk” in this paper, and dynamically allocate bandwidth for each bulk. In
the proposed bulk scheduling scheme, Traffic Specification with End-to-end Deadline (TED)
packets are introduced and inserted into flow traffic periodically. With the information
contained in TED packets, the BSS scheduler can determine how much time the TED packet
will need in the current node with respect to the residual end-to-end delay bound and residual
hops count. We will prove later that the end-to-end delay bounds of all packets can be
guaranteed if the end-to-end delay time of TED packets is bounded. This means the
scheduler only needs to dynamically adjust the bandwidths for TED packets, instead of
adjustment for each packet. Considering a flow path, the ingress node is responsible for the
insertion of TED packets into a flow periodically with the period ITED. Meanwhile, the
intermediate nodes schedule and service packets based on the information in the TED
packets and modify TED contents, and the egress node removes TED packets when they
arrive. Packets in a flow are served in a first-in-first-out (FIFO) manner, as shown in Fig. 1.
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Figure 1. TED-based bulk scheduling scheme overview.

Definitions of bulk – Let TEDi,k denote the k-th TED packet of flow i. We define the bulk as
the packets between two adjacent TED packets, i.e. the k-th bulk in flow i contains all
packets between TEDi,k-1 and TEDi,k
3.1. TED packets and End-to-End delay
The end-to-end delay of a packet is computed as the period from the time a packet
arrives at the ingress node until the time it reaches the egress node. Here, we prove that if the
delays of TED packets are guaranteed, then the delay bounds of the packets in the bulks are
guaranteed as well.
Theorem 1. At the receiver, for the k-th bulk of flow i, if end-to-end delay of the TEDi,k is
bounded, the end-to-end delays of the packets in the k-th bulk are also bounded. Let
( j ) be the sending time at the sender and the receiving time at the
τ iSEND
( j ) and τ iRCV
,k
,k
receiver of the j-th packet in k-th bulk of flow i, respectively. The sending and receiving times
of the corresponding TED packet are denoted as τ iSEND
(TED ) and τ iRCV
,k
, k (TED ) , respectively.
Then we get the following relation,
SEND
SEND
τ iRCV
(TED ) ≤ d max → τ iRCV
( j ) ≤ d max + I TED
, k (TED ) − τ i , k
,k ( j ) − τ i ,k

(2)

where dmax is the end-to-end delay bound of the TED packets and ITED is the period during
which we insert the TED packets into flow traffic.
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Proof of Theorem 1.
Since the TED packets are generated periodically with an interval of ITED and packets
with the same flow at each node are served in a FIFO manner, the dispatch time of any packet
j in the k-th bulk τ iSEND
( j ) is after the time τ iSEND
(TED ) − I TED and the arrival time
,k
,k
RCV
τ iRCV
, k ( j ) is before the time τ i , k (TED ) . Therefore, we get the following relation
SEND
SEND
τ iRCV
( j ) ≤ τ iRCV
(TED ) − I TED )
,k ( j ) − τ i ,k
, k (TED ) − (τ i , k

(3)

and with the end-to-end delay bound of the TED packets dmax, we have
SEND
τ iRCV
(TED) ≤ d max
, k (TED) − τ i , k

(4)

So, from (3) and (4), we can obtain
SEND
τ iRCV
( j ) ≤ d max + I TED
,k ( j ) − τ i,k

(5)

In the following, we suppose the flow path for the flow i from sender to receiver
consists of N+1 links, labeled as Lo, L1, L2,…LN; and N intermediate nodes, labeled as
h1,h2,…hN. For each link, there are multiple flows sharing the link capacity. For each flow
sharing the link capacity of link L0, it employs per-flow queueing in the node hn (1≤n≤N) on
a FIFO basis. An intermediate node calculates and may adjust the bandwidth of the flow
when receiving a TED packet, rather than serves each flow with a constant weight or priority.
By Theorem 1, as long as all the TED packets meet their deadlines, so do all the packets in
the flow.
The BSS scheduler in the intermediate nodes performs the following tasks: 1) when a
TED packet arrives at an intermediate node, its arrival time is recorded to calculate the
remaining time that it can use; 2) when a TED packet becomes the first TED packet in its
flow queue, we modify the scheduling priority or bandwidth of the corresponding flow,
according to the information in the TED packet. The original intermediate node scheduler
then selects the packet to serve according to its scheduling policy; and 3) when the TED
packet leaves the intermediate node, we update the residual end-to-end delay bound stored in
the TED packet.
We denote the time instance when a TED packet becomes the first TED packet of its
flow queue as its scheduling time. In the remainder of this paper, we use Ani,k, Sni,k and, Dni,k
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to represent the arrival time, schedule time and departure time of the k-th TED packet of flow
i in the node hn. Note that we ignore all negligible delays, such as propagation delay, as they
do not affect the results. With the definitions, we get the following equations
N
τ iSEND
(TED ) = Ai1, k , τ iRCV
,k
, k (TED ) = D i , k

(6)

Ai,kn = D i,kn −1 , for n = 2 to N

(7)

S in, k = max( Ain, k , D in, k −1 ), for n = 1 to N

(8)

With these terms, the nodal delay time of TEDi,k in the node hn is Dni,k–Ani,k. The
end-to-end delay of TEDi,k consists of the nodal delay times in all nodes that TEDi,k passed.
We divide the nodal delay time of TEDi,k in the node hn into two parts–the waiting time wni,k
and processing time δni,k. The waiting time wni,k, which equals Sni,k–Ani,k, means the period
from the arrival of TEDi,k in hn to the time that it becomes the leading TED packet in its flow
queue. The processing time δni,k, which is equal to Dni,k–Sni,k, is the period from the time that
TEDi,k becomes the leading TED packet in its flow queue to the departure time of TEDi,k in
hn. If TEDi,k is the first TED packet in its queue to arrive at hn, the waiting time is equal to
zero. Therefore, the composition of the end-to-end delay of TEDi,k, i.e., DNi,k–A1i,k, consists
of the waiting and processing times in all nodes that TEDi,k passed.
The objective of our scheduler in the intermediate nodes is to minimize the impact of
flow i to other flows that pass through this node, i.e., hn, under the constraint that all TED
packets can meet their end-to-end delay bounds, i.e.,

(

N −1

)

m
m
∑ w i , k + δ i , k ≤ d max ,

m =1

for all k

(9)

However, there is a tradeoff between minimizing the impact on other flows and
enforcing end-to-end delay bounds for flow i. A short processing time δni,k of TEDi,k in hn
shortens its end-to-end delay, but reduces the bandwidths assigned to other flows and incurs
longer delays. Therefore, the interval of TED packets and processing times to TED packets
in the intermediate nodes are the major issues of the bulk scheduling scheme.
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3.2. TED interval and end-to-end delay bound assignment
According to Theorem 1, the end-to-end delay bound guarantee for all packets is
dmax+ITED if the end-to-end delay bound guarantee of TED packets is dmax. We now present
two strategies to assign end-to-end delay bound to TED packets as follows.
1) Explicit end-to-end delay bound assignment
The explicit assignment sets the end-to-end delay bound for TED packets with the value
dmax–ITED. Hence, we can guarantee the end-to-end delay bound for all packets in flow i with
dmax. With this explicit assignment strategy, a large TED interval ITED forces the intermediate
nodes schedule TED packets with small end-to-end delay bounds that requires extra
bandwidth. On the contrary, a small TED interval results in excessive TED packets
2) Implicit end-to-end delay bound assignments
Although the explicit assignment provides a tight delay bound for all packets, it may result
in a high bandwidth requirement and overhead for intermediate nodes. Compared to explicit
assignment, implicit assignment provides a relaxed end-to-end delay bound for all packets by
setting the end-to-end delay bound for TED packets exactly equal to dmax. We will show that
with our proposed bulk scheduling algorithms, we can enforce end-to-end delay bounds of
dmax for all packets by restricting ITED equal to or less than dmax/N.

Theorem 2. Suppose the sending rate of the k-th bulk of flow i at the source and the
bandwidth of flow i during processing TEDi,k in the node hn is constant. If the processing time
of TEDi,k in the node hn is greater than or equal to the TED interval of flow i, i.e., δ in,k ≥ I TED ,
then the end-to-end delay of each packet in the k-th bulk is shorter than or equal to that of
TEDi,k. i.e.,

τ in,k ( j ) − τ iSEND
( j ) ≤ τ in,k (TED ) − τ iSEND
(TED )
,k
,k

(10)

where τ in,k (TED) and τ in,k ( j ) are the departure times of TEDi,k and the j-th packet in the k-th
bulk of flow i, respectively.

Proof of Theorem 2.
Let B0i,k be the total amount of data in the k-th bulk of flow i, and Bji,k be the amount of
data that was sent after the j-th packet in the k-th bulk but before TEDi,k of flow i plus the size
10

of TEDi,k. Since the sending rate is constant, the relation between the sending time of the j-th
packet and TEDi,k is as follows,

τ iSEND
( j ) = τ iSEND
(TED ) − I TED ⋅ Bi0,k / Bi ,jk
,k
,k

(11)

If the j-th packet leaves hn before TEDi,k arrives hn, we get

τ in, k ( j ) ≤ τ in,k (TED ) − δ in,k ≤ τ in,k (TED ) − I TED

(12)

Since Bji,k must be less than B0i,k, combining (11) and (12), we get

τ in, k ( j ) − τ iSEND
( j ) ≤ τ in, k (TED ) − τ iSEND
(TED ) − ITED ⋅ (Bi0,k / Bi ,jk )
,k
,k
< τ in, k (TED ) − τ iSEND
(TED )
,k

(13)

Otherwise, let Bin,k be the amount of data that queueing before TEDi,k plus the size of
TEDi,k when TEDi,k becomes the first TED packet in node hn. Since the bandwidth is constant
while TEDi,k is being served, we can get the following relation,

τ in,k ( j )

= τ in,k (TED ) − δ in, k ⋅ Bi0,k / Bin, k

(14)

≤ τ in,k (TED ) − I TED ⋅ Bi0,k / Bin, k

Combining the (11) and (14) we obtain

τ in, k ( j ) − τ iSEND
( j ) ≤ τ in, k (TED ) − τ iSEND
(TED ) − I TED ⋅ (Bi0,k / Bi n, k − Bi0,k / Bi ,jk )
,k
,k
≤ τ in, k (TED ) − τ iSEND
(TED )
,k

(15)

Therefore, the end-to-end delay of each packet in the k-th bulk is shorter than or equal
to that of TEDi,k.

3.3. BSS nodal Scheduling in the intermediate nodes

Let Δni,k denote the processing index assigned to flow i in node hn when TEDi,k becomes
the leading TED packet in hn. The lower Δni,k of flow i means it has a higher bandwidth to be
served in node hn. The residual end-to-end delay bound when TEDi,k arrives at hn is
represented by dni,k and defined as follows:
n −1

(

e2e
e2e
d in, k = d max
− ( Ain, k − Ai1, k ) = d max
− ∑ w im, k + δ im, k
m =1

)

(16)

We assign the value of Δni,k based on the expected processing time in the node hn. We
hope that if the actual nodal processing time δni,k is equal to Δni,k at each node in the path of
flow i, then the end-to-end delay of TEDi,k is exactly equal to dmax. Note that we use the
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residual end-to-end delay bounds rather than absolute global deadlines of TED packets for
scheduling, so there is no time synchronization problem among all nodes. In the following,
we propose three methods for estimating the nodal processing indexes.
1) Global Even Distribution (GED)
The first method is based on the scheme proposed in [16] and the nodal delay
assignment in [17]. The end-to-end delay bound is evenly allocated to all nodes in the path.
Each node gets its initial nodal delay bound when the connection is established. The
estimation of Δni,k is as follows
Δni ,k = d in,k − ( N − n) ⋅ d max / N − win,k

(17)

2) Residual Even Distribution on Arrival (RED-A)
In the second method, we calculate the processing index Δni,k based on the residual
end-to-end delay bound when TEDi,k arrives at hn. We follow the guideline that the residual
end-to-end delay bound is evenly allocated among residual nodes. Therefore, the expected
nodal delay bound of TEDi,k in hn is dni,k/(N-n+1), and the Δni,k is
Δni ,k = d in,k /( N − n + 1) − win,k

(18)

3) Residual Even Distribution on Schedule (RED-S)
In this method, we also allocate the residual end-to-end delay bound evenly among the
residual nodes. Unlike RED-A, we take the waiting time of TEDi,k in hn into account when we
determine the residual nodal delay bound in this method. Note that the actual residual
end-to-end delay bound when TEDi,k becomes the leading TED packet, i.e., the schedule time
of TEDi,k in hn, is dni,k – wni,k. Since we want to allocate the residual end-to-end delay bound
evenly among all residual nodes, the Δni,k is calculated as follows
Δni ,k = ( d in, k − win,k ) /( N − n + 1)

(19)

In the three methods above, the residual end-to-end delay time dni,k and residual hops
count N-n+1 are stored in TED packets, while the waiting time wni,k is measured by the
intermediate node hn. If the nodal processing time is guaranteed to be less than the processing
index, and wni,k+Δni,k is less than dni,k at each node hn, then the TED packet TEDi,k will
definitely meet its end-to-end deadline.
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In the literature, the General Processor Sharing (GPS) [18] scheduler is recognized as a
scheduling policy that can guarantee the delay bound and achieves the fairest service for each
flow. Without loss of generality, in this paper, we assume a General Processor Sharing
(GPS)-based scheduling algorithm, such as Weighted Fair Queueing (WFQ) [18], Worst-case
Fair Weighted Fair Queueing (WF2Q) [19], and Deficit Round Robin (DRR) [20], is used as
the scheduling algorithm at each router. We classify flows into two groups, T-flows and
N-flows. T-flows represent the set of flows that submit the delay bound requirements via
TED packets and N-flows otherwise. Each flow has a demand rate ri. For N-flows, the
demand rate is a constant value, while for T-flows, their demand rates are changed from time
to time and calculated as follows
ri (t ) = Bin,k / Δni , k , for S in,k +1 > t ≥ S in,k ,

(20)

where Bin,k is the amount of data that queueing before TEDi,k plus the size of TEDi,k when
TEDi,k becomes the leading TED packet in node hn. The BSS scheduler satisfies T-flows’
demands first and then allocate the residual bandwidth to N-flows. Fig. 2 shows the BSS
scheduler architecture, where TB and NB are the set of all backlogged T-flows and N-flows
respectively. Note that the scheduler is work-conserving, so the actual bandwidth for
T-flows is more than its demand rates if link capacity C is more than the summation of the
demand rates of all T-flows and there are no backlogged N-flows. Table 1 lists the actual
bandwidths of the scheduler under different conditions. We can see that only in case (A) the
demand rate of T-flows cannot be satisfied, but compared to weighted scheduling sharing
bandwidth with other N-flows, the BSS scheduler still provides better service for T-flows.
And with some admission control and bandwidth reservation using a bandwidth reservation
protocol, such as RSVP[5] or ST2[21], the occurrence of case (A) can be controlled. Besides,
in the case (C), the scheduler only provides the bandwidth that each T-flow demands, so the
N-flows can actually get higher service quality than weighted scheduling.
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Figure 2. The scheduler architecture in the intermediate nodes.
Table 1.

The Actual Bandwidths under Different Conditions in the
intermediate nodes
Case (A)
Case (B)
Case (C)
∑ ri < C ∧ NB = φ
∑ ri < C ∧ NB ≠ φ
∑ ri ≥ C
i∈TB

i ∈ TB

i∈TB

T-flows

ri ⋅ C ∑ ri

ri ⋅ C ∑ ri

N-flows

0

0

i ∈TB

i∈TB

ri ⋅

ri ⋅ ⎛⎜ C − ∑ ri ⎞⎟
i∈TB ⎠
⎝

∑ ri

i∈ NB

3.4. Analyses of Bulk Scheduling Algorithms

In the following analyses, we focus on the value of the processing index Δni,k assigned
by different nodal processing index estimation methods. A lower Δni,k means a higher
bandwidth, which will cause a longer nodal delay for the other flows in the same node.
Therefore, a good nodal processing index method should assign the value of the processing
index as high as possible, without missing the end-to-end deadline. First, we consider the
case where the nodal processing time, δni,k, is exactly equal to its processing index, Δni,k, in
each node hn. If TEDi,k has a nodal processing time δni,k less than Δni,k in the node hn, the
residual end-to-end delay bounds at later nodes will become larger. Consequently, in the
three proposed methods, later nodes will have higher processing indices than in the case
where δni,k is equal to Δni,k. We will discuss the impact of δni,k exceeding Δni,k in node hn for
TEDi,k later.
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Case 1) Each TED packet TEDi,k has the nodal processing time δni,k exactly equal to its
processing index Δni,k in each node hn.

Property 1. For the three algorithms(GED, RED-A and RED-A), if the waiting time of
TEDi,k in node h1 is equal to zero, then the transmission index of TEDi,k in node h1 is equal to
d max N . That is

wi1, k = 0 → Δ1i ,k = d max / N

(21)

Proof of Property 1

Since w1i,k=0 and d1i,k=dmax, Δ1i , k = d i1, k − ( N − 1) ⋅ d max / N = d max / N for algorithm GED,
and for algorithms RED-A and RED-S, Δ1i , k = (d i1, k ) /( N − 1 + 1) = d max / N .

We divide the case 1 into two parts: d max / N ≤ ITED and d max / N > I TED .

Case 1-Part 1) If dmax/N≤ITED, then Δni,k=dmax/N for the three algorithms.

In this case, Δ1i,k for all k is equal to dmax/N, which can be proved by induction. Because
TEDi,1 is the first TED packet, its waiting time in all nodes must be equal to zero, i.e., wni,1=0

for all n, and Δ1i,1= dmax/N, according to property 1. Next, let Δ1i , k = d max N , then w1i,k+1=0,
because d max / N ≤ I TED . Similarly, we can get Δ1i , k +1 = d max N by property 1. Therefore,
Δ1i , k = d max N for all k.

We now prove that Δni , k = d max N for all n in all nodes by induction. If the transmission
indices of TEDi,k from h2 to hn are all equal to dmax/N, i.e., Δmi , k = d max N for 2≤m≤n, we get
the residual end-to-end delay bound d in, k+1 = d max − n ⋅ d max N . Because the waiting times for
TEDi,1 in all nodes, i.e., wni,1, are always equal to zero, we get Δni,+11 = d max / N for the three

algorithms. Following the steps in the above proof in node h1, we get Δni ,+k1 = d max / N for all
k in node hn+1. Finally, Δni , k = d max N for all TED packets at all nodes.
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Case 1-Part 2) If d max / N > I TED , then Δni , k = d max N ≥ I TED for the three algorithms

y For algorithm GED and RED-A

As in part 1, Δni,1 is equal to dmax/N at all nodes, because their waiting times are equal to
zero. Since dmax/N >ITED, the waiting times for TEDi,2 at all nodes are dmax/N–ITED. For GED
and RED-A, the expected nodal delay time at each node is dmax/N. The waiting time is
subtracted from the calculation of the transmission index, so that the transmission index, Δni,k,
for k≥2 is equal to ITED because d max / N − (d max / N − I TED ) = I TED .
y For algorithm RED-S

As mentioned earlier, Δni,1 is equal to dmax/N at all nodes, because its waiting time is
always equal to zero. For k≥2, we show that the value of Δni,k is always more than ITED.
Property 2. For RED-S, if the waiting time wni,k is equal to zero, then the transmission index

of TEDi,k in node hn is equal to that in hn-1, i.e.
win,k = 0 → Δni ,k = Δni ,−k1

(22)

Proof of Property 2

From the definition of the residual end-to-end delay bound, we get the following
equation

d in,k

= d max − ( Ain,k − Ai1, k )
= d max − ( Ain,k−1 − Ai1,k ) − ( Din,k−1 − Ain,k−1 )
= d in,k−1 − win,k−1 − δ in,k−1

(23)

Since the waiting time wni,k is equal to zero and actual nodal delay time δni,k is equal to
Δni,k, the transmission index Δni,k can be written as

Δni ,k

=
=

d in,k
N − n +1
d in,k−1 − win,k−1

Δni ,−k1

−
N − n +1 N − n +1
Δni ,−k1
N − n + 2 n −1
=
⋅ Δ i ,k −
N − n +1
N − n +1
= Δni ,−k1

Therefore, Δni,k is equal toΔn-1i,k.
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(24)

Property 3. For RED-S, if the waiting time wni,k is more than zero and the transmission index

TEDi,k-1 in node hn is more than ITED, then the transmission index of TEDi,k in node hn is also
more than ITED, i.e.,
( Δni , k −1 > I TED ) ∧ ( win, k > 0)

→ Δni , k > I TED

(25)

Proof of Property 3

From the definition of the residual end-to-end delay bound and the waiting time of
TEDi,k in the node hn, we get the following equation

(N − n + 1) ⋅ Δni , k

(
− (D

= d in, k − w in, k

) (
)+ δ

)

= d max − Ain, k − Ai1, k − D in, k − Ain, k + δ in, k
= d max

n
i ,k

−A

1
i ,k

(26)

n
i,k

If wni,k is more than zero, the (26) can be rewritten as

(N

(

(
− (A

= d max − D
= d max

(

)

− n + 1) ⋅ Δ ni , k = d max − D in, k − Ai1, k + δ in, k

= d

n
i , k −1

n
i , k −1

−A

n
i , k −1

−A

−w

n
i , k −1

1
i , k −1

1
i , k −1

)− δ

)+ I
) − (w

n
i , k −1

TED
n
i , k −1

)

+ δ in, k −1 + I TED

+ I TED

(27)

= ( N − n + 1) ⋅ Δ ni , k −1 − Δ ni , k −1 + I TED

(

)

= ( N − n ) ⋅ Δ ni , k −1 − I TED + ( N − n + 1) ⋅ I TED

Therefore, we get the following equation
Δni ,k =

N −n
⋅ Δni ,k −1 − I TED + I TED
N − n +1

(

)

(28)

which shows that if Δni,k-1 is more than ITED, then Δni,k is also more than ITED.

Property 4. For RED-S, if dmax/N>ITED and δni,k=Δni,k for all TED packets in all nodes, then

Δni,k>ITED for all TED packets in all nodes.
Proof of Property 4

We prove property 4 by induction. We show that Δni,1>ITED for TEDi,1 in all nodes first
and Δ1i,k>ITED for all TED packets in node h1. We then show that Δ1i,k>ITED if Δn-1i,k and Δni,k-1
are both more than ITED..
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First, we know that Δ1i,1=dmax/N>ITED. According to property 2, we get Δni,1=Δn-1i,1
because the waiting time of TEDi,1 in all nodes is equal to zero. Therefore, Δni,1>ITED for
TEDi,1 at all nodes.
We now show, also by induction, that Δ1i,k>ITED for all TED packets in the node h1.
Suppose Δ1i,k>ITED, then w1i,k+1>0 because TEDi,k+1 arrives in the node h1 at time instance
Ai,k+ITED, which is earlier than the departure of TEDi,k in h1, i.e. Ai,k+w1i,k+Δ1i,k. With property
3, we get Δ1i,k+1>ITED. Therefore, Δ1i,k>ITED for all TED packets in the node h1.
Now, suppose Δn-1i,k and Δni,k-1 are both more than ITED. If wni,k=0, then Δni,k=Δn-1i,k>ITED
by property 2. Otherwise, if wni,k>0, then Δni,k>ITED by property 3 because Δni,k-1>ITED.
Therefore, Δni,k>ITED for all TED packets in all nodes.

Table 2 lists the transmission indices, Δni,k, in case 1. When dman/N is less than or equal
to ITED, the three algorithms have the same transmission indices. However, if dman/N is more
than ITED, Algorithm RED-S performs more efficiently than the others because most of its
transmission indices are more than ITED.
Table 2.

The Transmission Indices for Different Algorithms when
Transmission Times Equals Tranmission indices.

GED
RED-A
RED-S

dmax/N≤ITED
dmax/N
dmax/N
dmax/N

dmax/N>ITED
dmax/N or ITED
dmax/N or ITED
Between dmax/N and ITED

We have shown that with our three proposed algorithms the transmission indices of the
k-th bulk of flow i at all nodes are greater than or equal to ITED, i.e., I TED ≤ Δni ,k , when

I TED ≤ d max / N in Table 2. Also, TED packets will not miss their end-to-end deadlines if
their transmission times are not more than their transmission indices, i.e., δ in,k ≤ Δni ,k . If
I TED ≤ δ in,k ≤ Δni , k , the end-to-end delay bounds of all packets in the k-th bulk are guaranteed

according to Theorem 2. Otherwise δ in,k < I TED , in which case the end-to-end delay bounds of
all packets in the k-th bulk are also guaranteed since these packets has less end-to-end delay
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than in the case of I TED ≤ δ in,k ≤ Δni ,k . Therefore, with implicit end-to-end delay bound
assignment for TED packets, we can enforce end-to-end delay bounds for all packets by
e 2e
setting the ITED to any value less than dmax
/N.

Case 2) Consider that in node hn, the δni,k is more than Δni,k with Δ̂ni,k , i.e. δ in,k = Δni ,k − Δ̂ni ,k .

In case 1, we suppose that each TED packet, TEDi,k, has the nodal processing time, δni,k,
which is exactly equal to its processing index Δni,k in each node hn. In the case 2, we consider
the condition where δni,k exceeds Δni,k in node hn for TEDi,k. Note that in the following, we
compare all the results with δni,k=Δni,k, described in case 1.
Case 2-Part 1) The change in the processing index of the next TED packet, i.e., Δni,k+1, in
node hn for the three methods.

Since the increase in δni,k may add to the waiting time of TEDi,k+1, the Δni,k+1 with

δ in,k = Δni ,k + Δ̂ni ,k would be less than that with δni,k=Δni,k ,depending on the change of wni,k+1.
Let wˆ in,k +1 denote the change of wni,k+1. Then, we get the following equation

wˆ in, k +1 = max(Din, k + Δˆ ni , k , Ain, k +1 ) − max(Din, k , Ain, k +1 )

(29)

y For GED and RED-A
From the definitions of GED and RED-A, we know that the increase in wni,k+1 will cause
the processing index of TEDi,k+1, i.e., Δni,k+1, to be decreased by wˆ in,k +1 . Therefore, the
processing index Δni,k+1 with δ in,k = Δni ,k + Δ̂ni ,k will be less than that with δli,k=Δni,k by wˆ in,k +1 .

y For RED-S
From the definition of RED-S, we get the following equation
Δni ,k +1 = (d in,k +1 − win,k +1 ) /( N − n + 1) − wˆ in,k +1 /( N − n + 1)

(30)

The reduction in the processing index of TEDi,k+1 in the node hn using RED-S is only
wˆ in,k +1 /( N − n + 1) , which is less than that of GED and RED-A.
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Case 2-Part 2) The change of processing index in the next node hn+1, i.e. Δni ,+k1 , for the three
methods.
Since the nodal delay time of TEDi,k in node hn is increased by Δ̂ ni , k , the waiting time of

TEDi,k in the next node hn+1 is reduced by w i n, k+ 1 , where the value of w i n, k+ 1 is

(

win, k+1 = Δˆ ni , k − max( D in, k+−11 , Ain, k+1 + Δˆ ni , k ) − max( D in, k+−11 , Ain, k+1 )

)

(31)

The residual end-to-end delay bound of TEDi,k in node hn+1 is also reduced by Δ̂ni,k .
With the definitions of these three methods, we get the new processing index for the three
methods as follows.

y For GED
e 2e
(d in, k+1 − Δˆ ni , k ) − ( N − n − 1) ⋅ d max
/ N − ( win, k+1 − win, k+1 )

(

= Δni ,+k1 − Δˆ ni , k − win, k+1

(32)

)

y For RED-A
(d in, k+1 − Δˆ ni , k ) /( N − n) − ( win, k+1 − win, k+1 )

(

= Δni ,+k1 − Δˆ ni , k /( N − n) − win, k+1

(33)

)

y For RED-S
(d in, k+1 − Δˆ ni , k − ( win, k+1 − win, k+1 )) /( N − n)
⎛ Δˆ ni , k − win, k+1 ⎞
⎟
= Δni ,+k1 − ⎜
⎜ N −n ⎟
⎝
⎠

(34)

Table 3 lists the reduction of the processing indices Δni,k+1 and Δn+1i,k when

δ in,k = Δni ,k + Δ̂ni ,k . This analysis shows that of the three methods: 1) the RED-S has the
smallest decrease in Δni,k+1, and 2) the RED-A has the smallest decrease in the processing
index Δn+1i,k.
Table 3.

The reduction of the transmission indices

Δni , k +1

Δni ,+k1

GED

wˆ in, k +1

Δˆ ni , k − win, k+1

RED-A

wˆ in, k +1

Δˆ ni , k /( N − n ) − w in, k+ 1

RED-S

wˆ in, k + 1 /( N − n + 1)
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(Δˆ

n
i ,k

)

− win, k+1 / ( N − n )

4.

Enhancements of Bulk Scheduling Scheme
In the bulk scheduling scheme, the scheduler in the intermediate nodes dynamically

allocate bandwidth for each bulk to enforce their delay bounds. However, the missed
deadline of TED packets still occurs because of the limited bandwidth resources competed
by all flows. Here, we proposed two enhancements of the bulk scheduling scheme to
alleviate these problems – the drop missed policy for late packets and the feedback
mechanism to refine the bandwidth allocation.

4.1. Drop Missed Policy
The residual end-to-end delay bound information in TED packets can also be used in
the dropping policy which determines whether or not to drop a packet in the intermediate
nodes. In the following Theorem 3, we prove that if we detect a TED packet has missed its
end-to-end deadline, all packets in the same flow and queued before the TED packet will
also miss their end-to-end deadlines. Therefore, we can drop these packets that have missed
their end-to-end deadlines and serve other packets in the node to improve the utilization of
the node.

Theorem 3. Suppose the packet sequence is not disordered when the packets of each flow
pass each node. At any time t, if a TED packet TEDi,k misses its end-to-end deadline in the
node hn, then all packets in the same flow and queued before TEDi,k in hn also miss their
end-to-end deadlines.

Proof of theorem 3
Since TEDi,k misses its end-to-end deadline, we can get t − τ iSEND
(TED ) > d max . Also, the
,k
dispatch time of any packet which is queued before TEDi,k in the node hn must be earlier
(TED ) , so they also miss their end-to-end deadlines at time t.
than τ iSEND
,k

The scheduling procedure incorporating with the proposed drop missed policy is shown
in Fig. 3, where the on_schedule(TEDi,k) procedure is called by the intermediate nodes when
a TED packet becomes the first TED packet in its flow queue. Since a TED packet only
records the residual end-to-end delay bound when it leaves the previous node rather than the
absolute end-to-end deadline, we must calculate the actual residual end-to-end delay bound
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when it is scheduled, i.e., the recorded residual end-to-end delay bounds in TED packets
minus the waiting time of the TED packets. According to Theorem 3, if the TED packet
misses its end-to-end deadline and the drop missed policy is applied, we drop the packets
queueing before the TED packet. As a result, we can allocate the bandwidth to those packets
that could still arrive at their destinations in time.
on_schedule(TEDi,k)
{
/* waiting time : w */
w = current – TEDi,k.arrival;
if (TEDi,k.residual_d – w < 0) {
/* TEDi,k missed deadline */
Drop all packets queueing before TEDi,k
} else {
/* Schedule TEDi,k as described in section 3.3)*/
Calculate transmission index for TEDi,k;
Allocate bandwidth for TEDi,k
}
}

Figure 3. The scheduling procedure combing with the drop
missed policy in the intermediate nodes.

4.2. Feedback mechanism
Once a TED packet misses its end-to-end deadline, besides the drop missed policy, we
proposed a feedback mechanism to let the ingress nodes inform the intermediate nodes to
speed up for those TED packets that have tendency to miss their end-to-end deadlines. In the
proposed bulk scheduling scheme, the processing time δni,k is associated with how we
schedule the TEDi,k in hn. However, the waiting time is determined by the departure time of
the previous TED packet in the same flow in hn. This means the end-to-end delay of TEDi,k is
not only associated with the scheduling for TEDi,k but also the delay conditions of previous
TED packets in the same flow. Hence, we get the following property.

Property 5. If the waiting time of TEDi,k in hn is more than zero, then the cumulated delay
when TEDi,k leaves the node hn is independent of the delay time that TEDi,k has experienced in
its past journey, i.e. from h1 to hn-1. And the cumulated delay, i.e. Dni,k–A1i,k, can be
represented as follows,

(

) (

Din, k − Ai1, k = Din, k −1 − Ai1, k −1 + δ in, k − I TED
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)

(35)

Proof of Property 5
Because the waiting time is more than zero, δni,k=Dni,k –Dni,k-1, and A1i,k=A1i,k-1+ITED. So we
get the following equation

(

) (

Din,k − Ai1,k = δ in,k + Din,k −1 − Ai1,k −1 + I TED

(

= D

n
i , k −1

−A

1
i , k −1

) + (δ

n
i,k

− I TED

)

)

(36)

According to property 5, we say TEDi,k has a deferment in node hn if the waiting time of
TEDi,k, i.e., wni,k, is more than zero. And the last-deferment hop of TEDi,k represents the last
hop that TEDi,k has a deferment in the path of flow i.
Property 5 shows that the cumulated delay of TEDi,k-1 will propagate to its next TED
packet TEDi,k if the waiting time of TEDi,k is more than zero. Furthermore, any nodal delay
time reductions before the last deferment hop of TEDi,k is no use if the departure time of
TEDi,k at the last deferment is unchanged. Let TEDi,k’, where k’<k, be the TED packet that
has no deferment in hn and the waiting times of TEDi,p (k’<p≤k) are all more than zero. With
Property 5, the cumulated delay of TEDi,k in hn can be represented as follows
Din, k − Ai1, k

(

)

= Din, k ' − Ain, k ' + ∑ δ in, p − ( k − k ' ) ⋅ I TED
k '< p ≤ k

= Ain, k ' − Ai1, k + ∑ δ in, p

(37)

k '≤ p ≤ k

Theorem 4. Suppose the nodal processing times of TEDi,p, where k’≤p≤k, in hn’ are all
reduced by δ and the nodal delay times in other hops are unchanged. Performing the
reduction on the last-deferment hop reduces the end-to-end delay of TEDi,k the most..

Proof of Theorem 4.
Let hL be the last deferment hop of TEDi,k, we can divide all hops in the path of flow i
into three groups: 1) the hops before hL, 2) the last deferment hop hL and 3) the hops after hL.
If the reduction is performed at a hop in group 1, according to (37), it only affects the value
of Ain,k ' , which is decreased by δ after reduction. So the end-to-end delay of TEDi,k is only
decreased by δ . If the reduction is performed in hL, the nodal processing times δ i,np , where
k’≤p≤k, are all decreased by δ , then the end-to-end delay of TEDi,k can be reduced up to
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(k − k '+1) ⋅ δ . Otherwise, if the reduction is performed in a hop which belongs to group 3,
the end-to-end delay of TEDi,k is only decreased by δ because the nodal delays of TEDi,k
are all equal to the processing time in the hops behind hL. Therefore, performing the
reduction on the last-deferment hop reduces the end-to-end delay of TEDi,k the most.

The objective of feedback mechanism is to increase the bandwidths at some nodes for
the flows that may miss their end-to-end deadlines so that the missed deadline condition can
be reduced or eliminated after refining. Therefore, when a TEDi,k arrives at its egress node
e 2e
, the egress node
with residual end-to-end delay bound less than a threshold ACK th ⋅ d max

would send a ACK to the ingress node to request a speedup for the flow i. According to
theorem 4, we will try to remove the deferment condition at the last deferment hop in the
speedup and design the feedback mechanism for the bulk scheduling scheme as follows:
1) When a TED packet TEDi,k has a deferment in a hop hn, the intermediate node hn record the
node hn and the expected weight at deferment which is calculated as follows in TEDi,k.

expected weight = ∑ δ in, p
k '≤ p < k

⎛
n
n ⎞
⎜ ∑ δ i , p − wi , p ⎟
k
≤
p
<
k
'
⎝
⎠

(38)

Note that we only need to record the last deferment hop, so the TED packet size will not
be increased by the number of deferment increases.
2) When the egress node receives a TED packet TEDi,k with a residual end-to-end delay
e 2e
, it sends an ACK, which contains the last
bound less than the threshold ACK th ⋅ d max

deferment hop and the expected weight, to the ingress node of flow i.
3) When the ingress node receives the ACK, it stores the information in later TED packets to
inform hn that the bandwidth of flow i must be increased to the expected weight times of
original estimation.
With this feedback mechanism, once the same traffic pattern appears, the nodal processing
times after speedup in the last deferment hop hn becomes

⎛
⎝ k '≤ p < k

⎞
⎠

δˆin, p = δ in, p ⋅ ⎜ ∑ δ in, p − win, p ⎟
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n
∑ δ i, p

k '≤ p < k

(39)

And the waiting time of TEDi,k in hn becomes
wˆ in, k = Ain, k ' + ∑ δˆin, x − Ain, k
k '≤ x < k

= Ain, k ' + ∑ δ in, x − win, k − Ain, k = 0

(40)

k '≤ x < k

In other words, the deferment in hn no longer exists. It is expected that a new last
deferment hop may occur after the speedup. Then, the feedback mechanism and speedup
procedure would be applied again, in which case the TED packets must store more than one
speedup messages. An n-stages feedback mechanism means it can carry n speedup messages
in TED packets and resolve last n deferment hops in its flow path. Note that the feedback is
only performed when a TED packet misses its end-to-end deadline, so it will become invalid
if the drop missed policy is used.
We show the last deferment marking algorithm in Fig. 4. Since whether a TED packet
has a deferment in an intermediate node depends on the waiting time of the TED packet, the
marking algorithm is implemented in the procedure when TED packet leaves the node, i.e.
on_departure(TEDi,k). Note that since the expected weight of TEDi,k requires the value of the
processing times of the TED packets from TEDi,k’ to TEDi,k, we store the cumulated
processing time from TEDi,k’ in the variable cumulate_t.
on_departure(TEDi,k)
{
/* processing time : t */
t = current - TEDi,k.schedule;
/* waiting time : w */
w = TEDi,k.schedule – TEDi,k.arrival;
if (w > 0) {
/* Record information if this hop is a deferment. */
TEDi,k.last_deferment = TEDi,k.residual_hop;
TEDi,k.weight = cumulate_t / (cumulate_t-w);
cumulate_t = cumulate_t + t;
} else {
cumulate_t = t;
}
/* Update residual delay bounds and hop counts */
TEDi,k.residual_hop= TEDi,k.residual_hop-1;
TEDi,k.residual_d = TEDi,k.residual_d–w–t;
}

Figure 4. The last deferment marking algorithm in the
intermediate nodes.
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5.

Performance Evaluations

In this section, we evaluate the missed deadline ratio and end-to-end delay
performances of the proposed bulk scheduling scheme via simulations. All simulations were
performed using the ns-2 network simulator [22] with minor modifications. The missed
deadline ratio of a flow is defined as the number of missed deadline packets (including
dropped packets) divided by the total number of offered packets. We ignore all
uncontrollable and negligible delay such as link propagation delay in our simulation. If not
specified, the default traffic source of each flow follows the exponential ON/OFF model
with mean burst/idle period 5000/5000 ms and sending rate during burst period 512Kbps.
The period of each simulation is 3000 seconds. The default value of ITED for each flow is
equal to its initial nodal delay bound, i.e. dmax/N, and the implicit end-to-end delay bound
assignment for TED packets is used. For the flows with end-to-end delay guaranteed, i.e.
T-flows, we use the missed deadline ratio as quality of service index, marked on y-axis of the
left hand side. Although the end-to-end delay bound is not guaranteed for N-flows, we show
the average end-to-end delay of N-flows, marked on the y-axis of right hand side, as the
indication of the scheduler impacts on N-flows.
5.1. Single-hop case

In this set of single-hop simulations, the characteristics of BSS are fully examined for
different environments. First, we consider the network topology where five flows share a
single link as shown in Fig. 5. Each flow i is with the sender Si and receiver Ri. Three T-flows,
Flow 1, 2 and 3, have end-to-end delay bounds of 500ms, 1000ms and 1500ms, respectively;
while the other two flows, Flow 4 and 5, are N-flows with end-to-end delay bounds of
500ms each. All packets of the five flows pass through the link between node h1 and node h2,
where the link capacity is 1500Kbps.

T-flows

S1

R1 Flow 1: 500 ms

S2

R2 Flow 2: 1000 ms

S3
S4

N-flows

h1

h2

600 Kbps

R3

Flow 3: 1500 ms

R4 Flow 4: 500 ms
R5 Flow 5: 500 ms

S5

Figure 5. The network topology of single hop simulation.
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5.1.1. Comparisons with weighted scheduling
In the first simulation, we compare our bulk scheduling scheme with weighted
scheduling because of its popularity. We run a series of simulation with different weight
assignments to T-flows for weighted scheduling that the simulation results are in Fig. 6 and
Fig. 7, in which the weight settings for Flow 1/2/3 are (x+0.6)/(x+0.3)/x and
(x*1.2)/(x*1.1)/x, respectively, with x from 1 to 4 while the weights of N-flows are equal to
one. As the weight assignment is non-trivial, we use the above two general weight
assignment methods with the coefficients selected from numerous simulations that perform
reasonably well. Note that the dotted lines in Fig. 6 and Fig. 7 are the results of our bulk
scheduling scheme that the lower three dotted lines are for T-flows and the others is for
N-flow. The results show that the bulk scheduling scheme has better performances than
weighted scheduling in all kinds of weight assignments. The weight assignments 5.2, 3.9 and
2.6 for flow 1, 2 and 3 achieve best performance for weighted scheduling for the simulation
setting; however, the N-flows suffer from high miss ratio. As the weight assignments are
obtained from numerous simulations, it is not clear how to select the proper weights. In
addition, when the network environment is complicated as the Internet, it is very difficult to
find proper weights for T-flows for weighted scheduling.
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Figure 6. The performances of weighted scheduling with weights of
Flow 1, 2 and 3 as (x+0.6), (x+0.3) and x.
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Figure 7. The performances under weighted scheduling with
weights of Flow 1, 2 and 3 as (x*1.2), (x*1.1) and x.
In Table 4, we list the results of the simulation with the same network environment
using the bulk scheduling scheme. Since there is only one hop in this simulation, GED,
RED-A and RED-S produce the same result. Hence, only one result is shown in the table.
We can see that with the bulk scheduling scheme, all T-flows have low missed deadline
ratios although their average end-to-end delays increase. Furthermore, the bulk scheduling
has less impact on N-flows while improving the missed deadline performance of T-flows.
Table 4. The Simulation Results of Bulk Scheduling
BSS
Avg. delay Miss ratio
Flow 1
174 ms
0.96 %
Flow 2
373 ms
1.04 %
Flow 3
602 ms
1.78 %
N-flows
2302 ms
50.26 %
5.1.2. Performance with different TED interval lengths
In order to see the impact of the length of TED intervals, we repeat the experiments in
the previous simulation with different ITED’s from 0.1 to 0.9 of end-to-end delay bound for
each flow. Fig. 8 shows the performances of all flows under different ITED’s with explicit
end-to-end delay bound assignment. We can see that the end-to-end delays and missed
deadline ratios of T-flows are reduced when ITED increases since, the bulk scheduling
scheme will schedule TED packets with smaller end-to-end delay bounds if the value of ITED
becomes larger. Although larger ITED results in better performance for T-flows and has less
overhead, the performance of N-flows will be degraded. Fig. 9 shows the performances of
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three flows under different TED interval with implicit end-to-end delay bound assignment
for TED packets. We can see that almost all T-flows can meet their end-to-end deadlines
when TED interval is less than end-to-end delay bound, which is consistent with Theorem 3.
Also, the missed deadline ratio increases when TED interval becomes larger, which is
consistent with Theorem 1.
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Figure 8. The performances under different ITED with explicit
end-to-end delay bound assignment for TED.
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Figure 9. The performances under different ITED with implicit
end-to-end delay bound assignment for TED
5.1.3. Performance with different burst periods
We examine the effects of bulk scheduling scheme on flows with different bursty
characteristics. Fig. 10 shows the effects with the average lengths of burst period are from
1000ms to 9000ms. The missed deadline ratio increases when the flow traffic has longer
burst period.
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Figure 10.

The performances of bulk scheduling scheme under
different burst periods.

5.1.4. BSS in a lossy network environment Performance with different burst periods
In a lossy network, the TED packets may be lost during transmission. In this simulation,
we set the packet loss rate between 0% and 20% to examine the performances of the bulk
scheduling scheme when packets may be lost. The results are shown in Fig.11. We can see
that the packet loss has little impact on our bulk scheduling scheme since the bulk scheduler
maintains the bandwidth of the previous bulk when a TED packet is lost. The average missed
deadline ratio of T-flows increases slightly when packet loss rate increases because fewer
TED packets results in rougher end-to-end delay guarantee. To overcome this problem, users
may choose the explicit end-to-end delay bound assignment for TED packets, which provide
tighter end-to-end delay guarantee for data packets. Fig. 12 shows the results of bulk
scheduling scheme with explicit TED delay bound assignment.
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Figure 11.
The performances of BSS with implicit TED delay
bound assignment under different packet loss rates.
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Figure 12 The performances of BSS with explicitt TED delay bound
assignment under different packet loss rates.
5.1.5. Performance with different End-to-end delay bounds of T-flows
In this experiment, the end-to-end delay bound of flow 1, 2, and 3 are x, x+500ms, and
x+1000ms, where x ranges from 500ms to 3000ms. Fig. 13 shows the performances of the
bulk scheduling scheme with different end-to-end delay bounds. The average end-to-end
delays of T-flows are increased when they have larger end-to-end delay bounds but the
end-to-end delay bounds of T-flows are still guaranteed. We can see that the average
end-to-end delay of N-flows are reduced when T-flows allow higher end-to-end delay
bounds because bulk scheduling serves T-flows to meet their end-to-end deadlines which
may reduce their priorities, and then N-flows can get better service.
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Figure 13.

The performances of bulk scheduling scheme with
different end-to-end delay bounds.
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5.2. Multi-hop case

In the following, we evaluate the performance of bulk scheduling multi-hop flow paths
to understand its behaviors in a complicated network environment. Fig. 14 shows the
network topology used in this simulation, where Flows 0, 1, 2, 3, and 4 have 6, 3, 3, 1, and 1
hops, respectively, and end-to-end delay bounds of 500ms. The link capacity of each link is
1500 Kbps. Assigning a proper weight to each flow for weighted scheduling in a multi-hop
case is much harder than in a single-hop case because each flow has a unique flow path and
hop count and may overlap with each other. We also run a series of simulation with different
weight assignments for T-flows. The results are shown in Fig 15 and Fig. 16. Table 5 lists the
results of the simulation with different nodal processing index estimation methods. As
described in earlier analysis, the RED-S has less impact on the lower priority flows, so it
achieves better fairness among T-flows.
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Figure 14.
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The network topology for multi-hop simulation.
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Figure 15. The performances of weighted scheduling with weights
of Flow 1, 2 and 3 as (x+0.6), (x+0.3) and x in multi-hop case
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Figure 16. The performances of weighted scheduling with weights
of Flow 1, 2 and 3 as (x*1.2), (x*1.1) and x in multi-hop case
Table 5. The Simulation Results of Bulk Scheduling in the Mutli-hop Case.

Flow 0
Flow 1
Flow 2
Flow 3
Flow 4
N-flows

Avg.
delay
(ms)
287
168
156
239
243
8322

GED
Miss
ratio
(%)
5.53
1.61
0.98
8.42
8.25
79.92

Avg.
delay
(ms)
198
147
134
247
246
8371

RED-A
Miss
ratio
(%)
1.82
0.74
0.77
10.55
8.24
80.20

Avg.
delay
(ms)
238
153
137
241
240
8363

RED-S
Miss
ratio
(%)
5.22
1.29
0.91
6.24
6.05
80.15

We repeat the simulations used in the single-hop case under different end-to-end delay
bounds and end-to-end burst periods as in single-hop case, for the multi-hop case, and show
the results of flow 0 under different nodal processing index methods and weighted
scheduling (which labeled as WS), where the weight settings for Flows 0, 1, 2, 3, and 4 are
8.6, 8.3, 8.3, 8, and 8, respectively, that has the best performance in the previous weighted
scheduling simulation, in Fig. 17 and 18. As expected, its performance deteriorates when the
traffic is burstier, and it has a lower miss ratio when its end-to-end delay bound increases.
We can see that the performances of BSS are similar to the WS with best weights assignment.
Note that the flow 0 under RED-A always has better performance, but gives higher impact to
other flows. Flow 0 under GED has a higher missed deadline ratio because GED spends the
saved delay budget on a congested node.
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Figure 17. The performances of Flow 0 under different burst periods
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Figure 18. The performances of Flow 0 under different end-to-end
delay bounds for T-flows in multi-hop case.
5.3. Performance Improvements from drop missed policy and feedback mechanism

In the previous simulations, we did not apply any enhancements, such as the drop
missed policy and feedback mechanism proposed in Section 4, because the enhancements
have little effect when most packets of T-flows have already met their end-to-end deadlines.
In the following simulations, we show the improvement resulting from these enhancements
in the network topology in Fig. 19. There are 12 T-flows (one for 6-hops, two for 3-hops,
three for 2-hops and six for 1-hop) and six 1-hop N-flows, one for each link. All flows have
the same flow specification as an exponential model traffic flow with a mean burst/idle
period is 5000/5000 ms and the sending rate in burst period is 512 Kbps with link capacity of
1500Kbps for each link. Clearly, the network is heavily loaded. Also note that when
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applying drop missed policy, the dropped packets are treated as missed deadline packets in
calculating the missed deadline ratio.
3-hops flows
h1

h2

h3

h5

h4

h6

h7

1-hop flows
6-hops flow
2-hops

Figure 19. The network topology for the simulation in section 5.3.
Fig. 20 shows the results under different end-to-end delay bounds for all flows without
applying the drop missed policy and feedback mechanism. We only list the result of the
RED-S method here because all the three methods have the similar results. We can see that
the missed deadline ratios of T-flows, especially the multi-hop flows, increase when
end-to-end delay requirements decrease Fig. 21 is the result of applying the drop missed
policy that the missed deadline ratios of all flows are reduced. We can see that the average
end-to-end delay for N-flows lightly increases when end-to-end delay requirements of
T-flows increase from 500ms to 2000ms. This is due to fewer TED packets being dropped
for relaxed delay requirement. Fig. 22 shows the results with only applying 1-stage feedback
mechanism (ACKth=0). In this figure, 1-hop T-flows have large improvement in the missed
deadline ratio but others deteriorate slightly because the 1-stage feedback mechanism only
resolves one deferment in the flow path. Fig. 23 shows the results with the 3-stage feedback
mechanism (ACKth=0). We can see that the performances of 2-hop flows also improves
substantially but 3-hop flows have less improvement because the bandwidth resources are
exhausted after resolving two deferments. The results of bulking scheduling with the drop
missed policy and feedback mechanism (ACKth=0) are the same as Fig. 21, since if all
missed deadline packets are dropped, then the egress node will not receive any missed
deadline TED packets and the feedback mechanism has no use.
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Figure 20. The performances of BSS without any enhancement
under different end-to-end delay bounds for T-flows.
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Figure 21. The performances of BSS with drop missed policy under
different end-to-end delay bounds for T-flows.
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Figure 22. The performances of BSS with 1-stage feedback
mechanism under different end-to-end delay bounds for T-flows.
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Figure 23 The performances of BSS with 3-stages feedback
mechanism under different end-to-end delay bounds for T-flows.
In our feedback mechanism, the feedback threshold, ACKth, determines the timing and
frequency of feedbacks. In the previous simulation, we set ACKth to zero, which means the
feedbacks are sent only when a TED packet has missed its deadline. A higher feedback
threshold means the egress router will send feedbacks earlier before a missed deadline
occurs. Let the Xα denote the missed deadline ratio when ACKth=α, we estimate the
improvement of feedback with ACKth=α as follows:
improvement (α ) = ( X 0 − X α ) / X 0

(41)

In the following simulation, we use the 6-stages feedback mechanism with different
ACKth values, which are 0.1, 0.2 and 0.3. Fig. 24 shows the results under three different link
capacities 1500, 1700 and 1900kbps. In a heavy loaded network environment, such as the
1500Kbps link capacity, the 1-hop and 2-hops flows have greater improvements because
they at most have one or two deferments during transmission and can speedup quickly that
results in 3-hops and 6-hops flows have less chance to get enough bandwidth to meet their
end-to-end deadlines. When the network load is lighter, such as with 1700Kbps link capacity,
we can see that the 3-hops flows also have some improvements; however, 6-hops flows
suffer from insufficient bandwidths. And when the link capacity is 1900Kbps, all flows
improve with non-zero feedback thresholds. These results also show that a higher feedback
threshold usually, but not always, performs better on those flows that have shorter path
length because such flows can obtain bandwidth faster. However, this causes other flows
that have longer path lengths to have worse performances. Note that all flows have larger
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levels of improvement when the network has more link capacity because of the smaller base
of improvements, i.e., X0.
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Figure 24. The feedback mechanism with different ACKth when link
capacities are 1500, 1700 and 1900Kbps.

6.

Conclusion

To summarize, the bulk scheduling scheme with three different nodal processing index
estimation methods provides a novel framework to guarantee the end-to-end delay bound for
real-time flows with variable-bit-rate traffic. We have proved that if the end-to-end delay of
TED packets is guaranteed, the end-to-end delay of all packets is also guaranteed. In the
proposed design, the TED packet only contains the residual end-to-end delay bound and
residual hops count that the TED packet size can be less than 50 bytes. If we insert TED
packets every fifty milliseconds, the overhead is about 1 KBps and very affordable. We
performed extensive simulations to fully examine the characteristics of the bulk scheduling
scheme under various transmission environments. The results show that the bulk scheduling
scheme can generally provide better end-to-end delay guarantees than rate based scheduling
algorithms. In addition, it is difficult to assign proper weights to the flows in a rate based
system.
Using the dropping policy, which only needs to consider the information stored in the
TED packets, the bulk scheduling scheme provides even better performance. We have
shown that the last-deferment intermediate node has a major adverse effect in supporting
end-to-end delay bound. This means that the last-deferment condition is the first thing to
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resolve to improve end-to-end delay. The proposed feedback mechanism aims to discover
and resolve the last-deferment condition and further improve the performance. The
simulation results in Fig. 22 and Fig. 23 show the effectiveness of the proposed feedback
mechanism. The timing to start the feedback mechanism is determined by the ACKth, and as
we can see from Fig. 24, an early start of feedback mechanism gives the flow advantage in
competing for bandwidth and helps in reducing missed deadline ratio. In a congested
network, the competition apparently favors flows with fewer hops. However, the giving of
an ACKth value for real-time flow and its effects to improve end-to-end delay still needs
further studies
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